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ABSTRACT

In this thesis I'ite develop an analytical framework for

evaluating the benefits and costs of the presence of

foreign students at a Canadian university; in particular

the University of Mani-toba.

Using some theoretical tools such as: the theory of

clubs and the export multiplier, combined with a survey of

some 160 foreign students on campus r \¡/ê arrived at a

tentative conclusion that the benefits of a foreign

student presence exceeds the costs.

We examine two alternative frameworks for cost-benefit

analysis: a strictly Canadian framework and an

international framework. In the Canadian framework there is

no signíficant difference between the present value of

eosts and benefits from foreign students. However, the

international framework which includes the benefits to

foreign students as well, shows a significant net benefit

from the presence of foreign students in Canada.

Our analysis of the guantifiable and the

non-quantifiable benefits from foreign students studying in

Canada, reaches the conclusion that foreign students do not

impose a burden on Canadian society and may well confer a

net benefit.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction and Overview

As the highest institution for education, university

has a teading role in educating high school graduates

towards a degree and/or whatever profession they desj.re.

This requires large amounts of funds and resources for

faculty salaries, capital, facilities and support staff. If

the tuition fee is to cover all of these costs, then, only

wealthier people would be able to attend universities-

In Canada and many other advanced industrialized

countries, the tuition fee is subsidized by the government.

Moreover, universities depend on donations and support from

private and public institutions which usually donate funds

in order to build new facilities and acquire modern

accessories such as computers, IabOratOries and so On.

A trend in recent years is the increase in the number

of foreign students who come to study in North Americars

universities. Some years ago when the local enrollment htas

well below capacity, there was a need for more students in

order to increase revenues (the marginal cost is decreasing

when adding more students to "empty" universities), and

therefore, foreign students were welcome.

However, the recent recession and the high rate of

unemployment have changed the picture and many unemployed

Canadians have returned to school. The opportunity cost of
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education in such a case is approaching zero, which in turn

reduces the cost of education to domestic students. As the

number of students goes up, we have the phenomenon of a

congested. good.

The enrollment at the University of Manitoba is at its

peak, and foreign students are asked to pay more in most of

the provinces in Canada. Ontario and Quebec have decided. to

increase the tuition fees for foreign students with very

Iittte subsidy. fn most other provinces, foreign students

pay $1,000 to $2,000 more than Canadian students. Only

Ivlanitoba and Saskatchewan have yet to increase the tuition

fees for foreign students. (American students are also

considered to be foreign students when applying to

universities in Canada).

Is it. " fair" for Canadian taxPayers to subsidize

foreign students? This question is asked again and again

but is difficult to answer. The demand for education by the

Iocal population has increased and more space is needed in

order to accommodate this demand; therefore, a related

question to pose is whether Canadians should have priority

when applying to a Canadian university.

Before proceeding further r \n/€ should examine the

economic benefits that foreign students bring to Canada as

well as the costs which they impose. lVhichever is greater

will suggest whetherr oD balance, foreign students under a

highly subsidized tuition fee structure create an economic

burden on Canadian society. A final judgement about
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admission and tuition fee policy with respect to foreign

students would have to consider, as welI, the non-economics

(i.e. cultural) benefits inferred by the presence of

foreign students in Canada.

In this thesis we develop an analytical framework for

evaluating the benefits and costs of the presence of

foreign students at a Canadian university; in particular'

the University of Manitoba.

As will be shown later, the assessment of the costs

which foreign students impose on the economy is easier and

more accurate than the assessment of the benefits which

they generate. Our modest objective is, therefore, to shed

some light on the application of a cost-benefit analysis to

this issue, by using some theoretical tools and then by

combining them to try and come to a tentative conclusion

concerning university policy with respect to foreign

students.

Sims and Stelcner developed a methodological framework

for analyzing the costs and the benefits of foreign

students to Canada. Our study differs from theirs in so far

as we undertake an empirical analysis within the same basic

methodological framework. Moreover, they confine their

framework strictlv to the costs and benefits to Canadians

while we consider as well a broader framework which

includes the involving costs and benefits to the foreign

students themselves.
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The cost-benefit measure is highly subjective when

many groups and individuals are involved. Ivloreover ' one

needs accurate data and informatj-on in order to analyze the

issue and come to a definite conclusion.

In analyzing the cost side of the question of foreign

students in Canadian universitiesr lrr/ê can identify several

distinct groups which incur costs. First, the foreign

students themselves incur expenses relating to their

presence at a Canadian university; for example, tuition

fees and living expenses. Federal and provincial

governments provide a higher subsidy to universities

because of the presence of foreign students, (assuming that

the university's enrollment would be reduced if foreign

students \¡üere not admitted) ; this subsidy constitutes a

cost borne by Canadian taxpayers. In addition, foreign aid

agencies such as Canada International Development Agency

(CIDA) provide financial assistance for some foreign

students; the funds for CIDA are of course, derived from

Canadian taxpayers.

On the benefit side, we can identify both quantifiable

and non-quantifiable benefits. For foreign students, the

quantifiable benefits are reflected. in the value that they

attach to higher education. Such benefits can be estimated

by deriving a demand curve for foreign students for higher

education. The non-quantifiable benefits from the presence

in Canada of foreign students accrue to both Canadian and

foreign students as well as to Canadian society at large

4-



from cultural interaction. The major quantifiable benefit

to Canada from the presehce of foreign students is the

income generated by their expenditures on Canadian goods

and services through the export multiplier. The concept is

discussed in pri-nciple and some tentatj-ve estimates of this

benefit are provided. The money that foreign students spend

in t{anitoba may well utilize otherwise unemployed

resources, but it is highly complicated to measure its net

e ffects.

Each chapter is Iargely self-contained, introducíng

various aspects of the issue of foreign students in a

Canadian university. However, all chapters are interrelated

in focusing on different aspects of the same issue.

We begin Chapter II by introducing some relevant

theoretical models based on the theory of cIubs. The two

main contributors to this literature are James Buchanan and

Y.K. Ng. Buchanan's club constitutes an "organization of

membership or sharing arrangements where 'exclusion' is
1possible."^ The club can be a sport club or a university in

our particular case. The central question in the theory of

clubs is that of determining the optimal capacity of the

facility and the optimal size of the membership; in our

example, the issue is the optimal capacity of the

university or a particular faculty and the optimal number

of students to be accepted.

Buchanan's model assumes that the goal of members of a

club is to maximize the average net benefit per individual

5-



member. In contrast to this, Ng's model examines the

welfare implications of the club maximizing total net

benefit. Buchanan is more concerned with the club members'

ínterest whereas Ng adopts the viewpoint of society at

large.

If the economic literature on the theory of clubs is

to be of use to policy makers, they must identify which

groups are appropriately modelled as club members in their

analysis of university policy, for examp.le, should the

students in a professional faculty comprise the club

membership? Or should the club comprise a particular

professional group? Or should the club be viewed as

Canadian society as a whole? We have adopted the approach

of analyzíng the issue from the perspective of each of the

parties involved.

It is interesting to note that it is not uncommon for

an individual's attitude and perspective to reflect his own

interests. Thus, a new student who wishes to enter the Law

Faculty may advocate a relaxation in entry standards, while

his att.itude after being accepted to the Law Faculty may

well be to make entry much more difficult. After becoming a

lawyer it may be in his economic interest to limit still

further the number of students entering the Law Faculty.

In Chapter III' we estimated how much money foreign

students spend in Manitoba, and how much they would be

willing to spend on tuition fees by means of a survey. A

questionnaire was distributed among 200 foreign students
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currently enrolled at the University of Manitoba. Of this

number, L60 usable replies v/ere received. The questionnaire

asked the students to outline their expenditures in Canada

such as tuition fee, books, rent, food, clothing '
entertainment, transportation, and other costs.

From the above information, we calculated the amount

of money which foreign students spent in Manitoba. This

information provi-ded the basis for determining the income

generate in Þlanitoba by foreign students. Such a

provisional quantitative exercise $ras undertaken even

though an accurate calculation requires knowledge of the

export multiplier as well as knowledge of the extent to

which resources employed by foreign student expenditures

would otherwise have been idIe.

It is important to note that foreign students can

engage only in limited types of work when staying in

Canada, and therefore, most of the money which they spend

here originates outside Canada, thereby increasing Canada's

foreign exchange reserves, particularly reserves of

American dollars (since in most cases, the money which

foreign students bring from abroad is American currency).

The second part of the questionnaire was designed to

determine how much of the foreign students' income is

derived from sources outside Canada and how much is earned

from jobs permitted by the University of Manitoba and the

immigration authorities.

7-



Foreign students were also asked to estimate their

demand for higher educatión in Manitoba. The demand curve

that we estimated differs from the usual demand curve and

explanations for its introduction and a detailed discussion

of its properties is also provided in Chapter III.

As noted above, the benefits that foreign students

bring to lvlanítoba are of both the quantifiable and

non-guantifiable variety. To use the cost-benefit approach'

only quantifiable benefits can be compared with the costs

impaired by foreign students. The comparison of

non-quantifiable benefits and costs is a very subjective

exercise. In Chapter IV we provide an analytical framework

for d.etermining the economic benefits generated by foreign

students expenditures on Canadian goods and services.

Although such economic benefits are' in principle,

quantifiable, they are in practice extremely difficutt to

calculate with much conficlence, because information about

the export multiplier needed for the analysis is highly

unreliable.
chapter IV describes in general terms the economic

theory of fiscal policy introducing the reader to the

concept of the national income multiplier. The second part

of this chapter calculates the present value of the

national income generated by expenditures by foreign

students in Canada. The data was gathered from the survey

described in Chapter III; utilizing the multiplier

contained. in the RDX2 model we derived an estimate of
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national income generated by foreign students expenditures

in Canada.

Moreover, the total net benefit to foreign students

was derived from the expectational demand curve discussed

in Chapter III, and was included in the more comprehensive

international framework of cost-benefit analysis.

The costs to taxpayers of educating a foreign student

(and indeed any student) is the subsidy to that student by

the Canadian government. The private resource cost of

educating a student minus the tuition fee he/she pays is

the public subsidy provided for that particular student.

Chapter V examines and compares the concepts of average

student cost and average incremental student cost. Us5-ng

constant 1981 dollars, w€ calculated the average cost and

the average incremental cost of a student during the past

five years at the University of l4anitoba. It is obvious

that the average student cost is considerably higher than

the tuition fees paid by the students.

Fina11y, the comparison of the estimated benefits v/ith

the costs of educating foreign students is presented in

Chapter VI, where we reach some tentative conclusions.
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CHAPTER II

Some Relevant Theoretical Tools

A university is a non-profit organization with the

objective of producing the service of higher education. The

manager of a non-profit organization is expected to

maintain a balance between the efficiency of resource

allocation and the effective achievement of the production

of services

The university can also be treated as a labour-managed

enterprise. The objective of the enterprise is "to maximize

the welfare of its members subject to the production

functions, the budget constraint and any other externally

imposed constraints. "l
The actual allocation of resources in universities

tends to be made on a historical basis within the political
1process.' The result is not always an efficient allocation

of resources. To achieve efficiency one should determine

resource allocation (e.g., the size of faculties) on the

basis of the demand for and supply of particular courses

and professional training.

In order to determine the efficient size of

universities and the optimal number of students, the theory

of clubs r âs introduced by James Buchananr 3 will be

discussed. This theory is useful in shedding light on the
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issue of whether, in fact, restriction on foreign studentsl

enrollment should be implemented.

It should be noted that what is meant by the "socially
optimal number of students" enrolled at the uni-versity

depends upon whether $¡e adopt a strictly national (i.e. 
'

Canadian) viewpoint and exclude the net benefits derived by

foreign students from higher education ín Canada t ot

whether we adopt a comprehensive international viewpoint

and include the net benefits accruing to foreign students.

This issue will be further examined in the final section of

this chapter.

The Formal fh3ry_of Clubs

We begin by defining some relevant terms. Public Aoods

are commodities which provide benefits to more than one

ind.ividual at the same time. Such goods as services of

defence and flood control are jointly 
"onsrrmed.4 

Some goods

can be called pure public goods when one individual I s

consumption of a particular good does not detract at all

from the benefits of other people. Moreover' the use of

pure public aoods may be non-excludable. It rnalz be

impossible or very costly to exclude individuals from the

consumption or use of the public aood.5

Impure public Aood.s are neither private nor public.

They exhibit the phenomenon of "congestion" in the economic

literatur".6 One such congested good is what Buchanan has
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caIled "club goods", such as golf courses, swimming poo1s,

and so on. The capacity of a club good is limited and

subject to congestion costs. lvloreover, as an impure public

good, a club good is a good from which exclusion is
'7possible. '

The analysis of the theory of clubs is concerned with

the optimal size of a club good and with the optimal number

of users. Local government services have the

characteristics of club good; for example, public

libraries, fire and police protection, and a public

swimming pool are all club goods.

In this thesis r vIê take the view that the universíty

ís also a club good, and therefore the theory is highly

relevant to the analysis of university policy. fn

Buchanan's model, which is the foundation of the theory of

the ctub, all members are assumed to be homogeneous and to

share equally the public good and its associated costs. In

addition, it is assumed that the club does not discriminate

against any of its members, i.e., atl pay a uniform price

and enjoy the identical leveI of services. The "Buchanan

club" is a decentralized, voluntary organization. no

centralized control is needed, because aII members have the

same goa1s.

Buchanan presents the utility function for an

individual, including public goods and with the assumption

of equal sharing as:

ui = ui t txi,*i,l {x},u}) ,..., ("i**,ni**) r 
8
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where: Ui = the utility function for individual i

X=goodx
N 
j = number of people who are shari-ng good x-;

J

where: j = lr"'n+m

Lr2r3r... rrl*m = type of commodity

The cost of production function is:
iiq. F = Fa t {xi,*T.) , {x},x}) ,..., (xå**,Ni**) r'

The addition of members to a sharing group will affect

the cost of the good to any one member. If students had to

pay the ful} cost of operating a university, then

increasing the number of students in the university would

reduce the average cost and thus the cost borne by each

student. In fact, â11 students Pay just part of the costs

and the rest is subsidized by the government. Moreover,

tuition fees in the short-run are independent of the number

of students attendíng the university. If fewer students

enrolled in the university, then in the long run tuition

fees would go up.

From the above two functions, Buchanan derives the

necessary marginal conditíons for Pareto optimality with

respect to consumptíon of each good, u1 - fi 10
' J = )

For the ith individual

substitution (IÍRS) between good

must equal the marginal rate of

same goods in production. (xr is

ua farr
the marginal rate of

x, i and x-- in consumptionl' r
substitution between the

a numeraire good).

13



Buchanan aads ufr, = ti: 11, which says that the

UAr
"marginal rate of substitution in consumption" between the

size of the group sharing in the use of good *j and the

numeraire good xÍ, must be equal to the marginal rate of

substitution "in production."12 ïn other words, when an

additional member joins the cIub, the previous member

obtaíns fu1I equilibrium in club size only when marginal

benefits (with a negative sign) equal marginal costs (aIso

with a negative sign).

We combine the last two conditions to get:
Jjrrit3

U*= Ut= I-j'r"t'lj

f: ri:
This is the necessary marginal condition with respect to

the consumption of xr.

By the use of geometry we clarify the argument. The

following diagram (figure 1) 14 shows the optimal number of

members in a club at N. * with all individuals assumed to be

identical and the size of the club facility given. When

marginal benefit equals marginal cost, and average benefit

is maximized for each identical member of the club, the

optimum sÍze is achieved; i.e, at N.* in figure 1.

f+l

frr

l4



Tota1 cost

and total

benefit
per person

' TC,/N.
TB,/Ñia

Number of persons
in club

Figure I

As more people are allowed to share the facility, the

marginal benefit declínes and the marginal cost declines as

well. In our case, more students in a classroom will create

more crowding conditions and each student will receiver oD

average, less attention by the professor. On the other

hand, the presence of many students in university may be

considered desirable from a social point of view.

The next diagram (Figure 2l depicts two cases. Vthen

one individual is considered, the costs are greater than

the benefits; thus a one-person club is not desired.

15-



However, when the number of members is a fixed number, k,

marginal cost is assumed constant and marginal benefit is

assumed to be falling. Qk is the optimal club size for a

club of membership size N = k.15

Total cost

and

total benefit
per person

(N=k)

Qk Size of club
facility

Figure 2

We combine

equilibrium

the above two

point, G.16 in

diagrams

figure 3.

in order to get the

(N=1)

16



Size of

club

facility

QL

Qk

Figure 3

The point G is the fuII equilibrium. Nopt uttd Qopt "t
lines of optimai Nopt depicts the locus of the optimal

number of club members fox each possible club sizet Qopt

depict,s the locus of the optimal club size for each

possible fixed number of club members; and G is the top of

the ordinal utility mountain. The relationshíp in this

example is of complementarity between increasing the Size

of the club and increasing the size of the sharing group-

Suppose, for example, that the sharing group is

limited to size Nt as is the case in many faculties, ê.9-,

1aw, medicine, business administration. Then, the club size

QO enables the sharing group N* t.o maximize its average net

Number of ,

club members

L7



benefit. However, if the size of the club facility is Qk,

the number of sharing members which would maximize net

benefits per member would be N". But for membership N", the

optimal size of club facility to maximize net benefits per

member would be QL. Thus it can be seen that fuIl

equilibrium would be attained uniquely at G.

Assume the size of the university is fixed (e.9., ât

a¡.). Now what is left to determine is the number of

students in order to maximize average net benefits per

student. If the decision is made on the basis of maximizing

average net benefit per student, the number of students

that would be admitted would be N" in the diagram. In fact,

the basis upon which admissions are set will depend as well

on the market needs for these professions.

While Buchanan maximizes the utility function of a

singte individual in deriving the Pareto-optimality

conditions, Y.K. Ng considers the aggregate marginal

valuation rather than the individuaL marginal valuation.

According to Ng, N. enters into the utility function of the

club members, where *j = number of individuals consuming

the jth collective good, and they cannot vary N. at wiIl.

Ni- ut, = fa. L¿
xl xl

--l- -LuxN rxN

a numeraire.

the good consumed

i=1

x is
n

x, =
J

by the club members.

where:

18



Ng maximizes total net benefit (in contrast to

Buchanan's assumption of maximizj-ng average net benefit per

club member) , âs can be seen in the following di.gr"*r 18

(figure 4)

Total cost

and aggregate

total benefit

*c Number of
club members

Figure 4

Vthere: A | =

benefit per

for a given

where: D

aggregate total benefit curve, i.e.,

person aggregated over all members in

size Q' of the club facility.

= total cost curve

= Ar - D - aggregate net benefit curve

the

the

total

club,

A

A=A

19



N^=(]

NB=

Ng's optimal number of the club members, where

both A' and A obtain their maxima.

Buchanan's optímaI number of the club members

for fixed size Q', maximizing average net

benefit per club member.

The next diagram 19 (figure 5) depicts a number of rrArr

(i.e., net benefit) curves. Each curve Ai corresponds to a

different fixed size Oi of the club facility. The larger

the size of the club facility, the higher the aggregate

benefit, but also the higher the toLal cost. Therefore, the

aggregate net benefit may increase or decrease.

Aggregate

net

benefit

Number of
club members

Figure 5

20



We choose the highest maximum amongst lvl, Q, P and R ín

the diagram, which is point P, determining both the optimal

size of the club facility 03 and the optimal number of

members N, as shown by the curve 43.

The equilibrium point will occur when marginal benefit

equals marginal costr or when marginal net benefit equals

zero.

Marginal cost

and marginal

aggregate

benefít

Figure 6

rn the diagram above2o 
'(figrrt"

fixed. The optimal size of the

6) the membership size

club facility is where

Size
club

of the
facility

l-s

2L-



margÍnal net benefit equals zero. Vthen the size of the club

facility is larger, marginal 'cost exceeds marginal benefit
and Pareto optimality will not occur.

Ng's solution woul-d appear to be more relevant to the

setting of the university. From the view point of the

central administratíon of the university, maximization of

total net benefit seems plausible. From the view point of

students currently in a professional faculty, the narro\"¡er

goal of maximization of average net benefit would be a

reasonable objective.

Buchanan and Ngts analysis can be summarized in the

following di.gr"*2I (figure 7l ¿

Total

net

benefit

4
,/,

I

I

I

I

¡

I

I

I

I

,,/

t
,

,I
/

NB Number of
club members

Figure 7
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vlhere t NB = the number of club members which maximize

average net benefit, i.e., Buchananrs optimum;

and,

totalN = the number of club members which maximizeg

net benefit so that marginal net benefit equal s

zero, i.e., Ngt s optimum.

The slope of a ray from the origin to the total net

benefit (TNB) curve equals the average net benefít. OB has

a steeper slope than OG, therefore average net benefit at

Ng is greater than average net benefit at N", whereas total

net benefit is at a maximum at N" club members.

According to Ng the equilibrium size of a club occurs

where average net benefit is maximized, i.e, at NA in the

above diagram. Buchanan's equilibrium number of members is

smaller than the socially optimal size where total net

benef it is maximized, i. e. , at NC in the abor.re diagram.

There arises the welfare question of whether to increase

the Buchanan equilibrium nurnber of members. Ng argues that

an appropriate subsidy will cause an increase in the number

of members until total net benefit to the members is
t.l

- ¿t-maxrmr-zed.

fn the diagram: (figure I below)

N = number of members

S = subsidy

T = total net benefit

S/N = average subsidy per member

lvlNB = marginal net benefit

23



T + X = average net benefit after subsidization
N

ANB = T/N = average net

subsidization.

Figure B

The potental welfare gain

membership from Ne to NC is the

seen also as a consumer surPlus)

that subsidy will increase the

benefit prior to

of i-ncreasing the club

area of NBBNG (it. can be

. Ng suggests, therefore'

number of members until

(r+s) /N

24



total net benefit to the members is maximized at NG. In

other words, with the assumption of equal cost sharing, the

number of members will increase until marginal benefit of

the last member equals average cost per person.

All the diagrams above are two dimensional. They all

illustrate the relationship between two variables: for

example between the size of a club facility and the number

of persons in the clubr or between total net benefit to

club members and the number of members in a club and so on.

The relationship between aII three variables can be shown

by means of a single three-dimensional diagram, illustrated

in Figure 9 on page 26.

fn the horj-zontal plane we depict the size of the club

facility, S, and the number of members in a particular

club, N, while on the vertical axis we depict the total net

benefit to the club members, Z.

The optimum occurs where total net benefít , Z, is

maximized. In our diagram, this occurs at point M where S =

Sr and N = Nr and total net benefit attains its maximum

value Z' . The three-dimensional graph depicts I - Z (S,N),

i.e., the total net benefit is shown as a function of S and

N. At its maximum point Mr = (St, N', Z'l

\ z = \ ' = o, the first order condition for a maximum.
\s \n

The second order condition for a maximum value of Z is also

satisfied at Mr. Mr occurs in the diagram at the top of the

hill; any movement away from Mr will result in a decrease

in Z.
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If a club facility such as a university were free to

vary simultaneously both S and N, it would select (S', N')

to achieve maximum total net benefit Zt.

Students all over the world pay lower tuition fees in

public universities subsidized by governments. Because of a

policy of lirniting enrollment on the basis of higher

academic entrance requirements in many universitíes, some

students are denied the opportunity to study, even if they

can afford to study. If a general increase in the tuition

fee replaces high academic enÈrance requirements as a

device to limit enrollment, wealthier students with lower

academic qualifications might be able to study by replacing

students who are unable to afford the high tuition fee and

drop out. If instead only the tuition fee for foreign

students is increased, this policy would not induce

academically qualified lower income Canadian students to

leave the university.
In the following sectionr wê examine the economic

effects of price discrimination between club members.

Some Theoretical Insights on Príce Discrimination

Price discrimination occurs when tuition fees are not

the same for everyone. In many provinces foreign students

must pay higher tuition fees. On the other hand, the

acceptance of foreign students who apply to study in a
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Canadian university may preclude some Canadians from

attending university because of capacity limitations.

Thus, the concept of discrimination can be quite

ambiguous and may require different approaches in its

analysis. Our analysis is concerned only with the economics

of discrimination. An example of Sandler and Tschirhatt23

íllustrates the issues involved:

Club Size

Total net benefit

12345 6 7 I 910

0.4 1.5 9 16 17.s 18 L4 I 0 0

Averagenetbenefit 0.4 0.753 4 3.5 3 2 1 0 0

When the number of members is 4, each receives a

payoff of 4 and no member can do better by abandoning the

club. Here, average net benefit is at its maximum. If

discrimination is practiced against member 1, the payoffs

are (0.4, 5.2, 5.2, 5.21 . The total net benefit is 16 which

is the same as before; however¡ the benefit to member I is

different than that occurring to all the other members-an

example of economic discriminatj-on. l"lember 1 could do not

better by dropping out of the club since he cannot get more

than 0.4 when forming a one-member club. If two members

were the victims of economic discrimination, where the

payof f s are (0.4, 0.4, '7 .6, 7 .61 members I and 2 could

abandon the club and form a new club of two where average

net benefit for each will be 0.75 (which is greater than

o .41 .24
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In general, economic discrimination can occur without

inducing members of a group to leaver so long as the

following condition holds , l" xi > v (S)

where v (S) = the payoff which coalition S can secure on its

o!vn, and x. = the payoff to member í in coalition S. ff the

payoff vector is (0.75, 0.75, 7.25, 7.251 ' then members 1

and 2 could be the victims of discrimination with still no

incentive to form their own club.

Now, imagine discriminatory tuition fee increases

assessed only for foreign students at the Universi-ty of

Manitoba. In such a case, foreign students either will have

to bear the discriminatory increased tuition by remaining

at the University of Manitoba t oE they will have to study

elsewhere.

Going back to our example, âssume that two identical

clubs differ only in their respective payoffs of (0.4, 5.2,

5.2, 5.21 , and (4, 4, 4, 4l , with the first club

discrj-minating against member 1 and the second club

following a policy of equal payoffs to all members.

Clearly, member 1 could leave the first club and join the

second club and receives a payoff of 17 .5 / S = 3.5 which

equals the average net benefit per member. This result

suggests that multi-club world provides safeguard against

price discrimination. 25

Applying thís result to the issue of foreign students,

as h¡as noted above, íf only some universities charge hígher

tuition fees for foreign students¡ they can change
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universities. However, differential tuition fees are not

imposed because of a desire to discriminate against a

minority group; they are motivated essentially to avoid

subsidizing students who are not Canadian citizens.

Moreover, in order to reduce the demand by foreigners for

Canadian education and to aIlow more Canadians to enroll in

universities, the concept of differential tuition fees, has

been applied in many parts of Canada, particularly where

the demand is elastic.
From the table above one can see that club of four

members would maxímize average net benefit (as in

Buchanan's model), whereas a club of six members would

maximize total net benefit (as in Ng's model). However, in

order to yield a Pareto optimum, a club of six members is

required. Therefore, economic efficiency would require that

universities adopt the goal of maximizing total net benefit

rather than averaqe net benefit.

Defining the Appropriate CIub

The prevl-ous discussion dealt with the benefits and

costs perceived by the members of a club; such members were

interpreted to be students at a university. However, there

are two alternative interpretations of club groups which

should be considered: the professional community and

society as a whole.
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Lawyers, accountants and physicians each comprise a

distiirct professional community. in order to secure their

revenues, such groups, ín cooperation with their respective

professional faculties, establish a limit on the number of

students to be accepted and/or graduated.

for example, some professional faculties accept

approximately one hundred to two hundred students each

year. Since in the 1egaI profession, for example, some

lawyers die or retire or leave the province each year, the

new supply of graduates may just offset this loss in

numbers. Some years the total may rise or fal1, but on

average, the number of lawyers may well remain constant

assuming that a given population of lawyers is operating at

full capacity with zero population growth in the community.

We adopt the view that the professional community

wants to maximize its average net benefit. Of course, each

individual professional wants to maximize his/her own

personal net benefit. One can view the professional group

as a monopoly of lawyers, accountants or physicians which

wants to maintain the earnings of its members at as high a

level as possible. Moreover, for the effective provision or

services, a minimum number of people is required in each

profession. Therefore, every year a ne\â¡ supply of

professionals to the market will keep their numbers in

balance

Using the same tools as before, the following diagram

(figure 10) illustrates the net benefits of new graduates

to the professional community.
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Total

net

benefit

Ne Nc Number of graduating
law students

Figure I0

A ray from the origin tangent to the total benefit

curve at point B determines the number of graduates

required to maxímize the lega1 profession's average net

benefÍt; the number of graduates wou1d, íf the decisj-on

were left to the lega1 community, of course, be less than

the socially optimal number.

Let us assume that the university at large has the

same net benefit schedule as above. The university's goal

would be to maximize total net benefit which, in the

v
I

I

I

I

I

I
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diagram above, would require that the number of graduating

lawyers be N".

The above analysis has implicitly assumed that the TNB

schedule includes costs and benefits to Canadians only.

However, if we adopt a broader framework of analysis and

include the net benefits realized by foreign students as

wellr vrê derive the revised total net benefit schedule,

TNB', which of course lies above TNB.

ToÈa1

net

benefit

NB Number of
graduating
Iaw students

Figure 11
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In the diagram above , (figure 11) râ¡e make the

following two assumptions:'

(i) N. = number of Canadian students who fu1fill

university entrance requirements in, sây, the

faculty of law.

(ii) the university adopts a "Canadian first" policy;

i.e., it accepts all eligible Canadian students

subject to capacity Iimitation; only if capacity

has not been reached would foreign students then

be accepted.

!{e reach the following conclusions 3

1. From the strictly Canadian viewpoint, the optimal

number of foreign students = N" N"i and

2. From the international viewpoi-nt, the optimal

number of foreign students = NC NO.

We note that, with our assumPtions,

No=NelNc ÞNe

The divergence between TNB and TNB', beginning at NC

studentsr t€flects the fact that TNBr includes the net

benefits accruing to foreign students, whereas TNB excludes

such net benefits and therefore lies below TNBr.

It should be noted that the empirical derivation of

the total net benefit schedule requires knowledge of the

marginal cost and marginal benefit to Canada of admitting

stuCents to the university, whereas the TNB' sóhedule

includes knowledge of net marginal benefits to foreign

students as we1I.
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TLre computation of the benefits to foreign students of

university education requires knowledge of their demand

curve for such education. In Chapter III, we discuss our

procedure for estimating a probabilistic variant of such a

demand curve.
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CHAPTER III

Empirical Analysis

Survev Description, Results and Interpretation

This chapter is essentíally the survey that was done

to determine the amount of money spent yearly by foreign

students in Manitoba. The purpose of the thesis as was

described in Chapter I is to calculate the costs and

benefits of foreign students to Manitoba. This in turn will

help us to decide whether the province of Manitoba can

benefit by accepting these students to its universitíes.

The survey was done only at the University of

Manitoba. In the academic year of 1982-83 there were 1,429

foreign students while in the academic year of 1983-84

there r,\rere 1r853 foreign students. The survey included one

hundred and sixty foreign students which is approximately

ten percent of the average number of foreign students who

studied at the University of l"lanitoba in the last two

years

Because the population of foreign students originates

from many nations and attends various faculties, a

cross-section survey was needed. The students \Â¡ere randomly

selected in various places on campus. There is available

information as to the number of females and males among
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foreign students r so they v¡ere not arbitrarily chosen as

far as their gender is concerned.

The number of males in the survey amounts to 1I5 while

the number of females is 45. One can accept these numbers

as a true representation of the foreign students group

according to their gender.

However, the students were chosen according to their

country of origin. The Institutional Statistics Book

presents every year a list of all the countries of origin

of foreign students attending the University of l"lanitoba.

Therefore, the purpose of a cross-section sample is to have

sample representatives from various places. In our case ten

percent of the total population of foreign students v¡as

chosen and the distribution of students by country of

origin in our random sample approximately equals to the

distribution in the total foreign students population.

Most of the foreign students came from Hong Kong and

Malaysia. Many came from Africa and India, and quite a few

from Trinidad-Tobego. The following is the list of

countries represented in our survey: Botswana, China'

Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Great Britain, Guyana, Hong Kongr

India, Iraq, Israel, Kenya, Korea, Mecao, l"lalaysía,

Mauritius, Nigeria, Pakistan, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Sudan,

Tanzania and Trinidad-Tobego.

It was much easier to identify students from Asia,

Africa, and Central America than students from Europe.
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Therefore, the representative percentage of the latter

group is smaller than the former group.

Another consideration was the type of studies. Again

no official information is availabler so by observations

alone, the students were selected from various facultj-es.

Faculties such as Adminístrative Studies and Engineeritg,

and some other professional faculties put a limit on the

number of foreign students admitted. One can observe many

foreign students (especially from Hong Kong and Malaysia)

enrolled in the Science Faculty. Some are in Arts and quite

a few in Graduate School. The following is the list of

faculties represented in our survey: Administrative

studies, Agriculture, Architecture, Arts, Education,

Engineering, Graduate School, Human Ecology, and Science.

The students were asked to complete a questionnaire

that asked them to estimate the components of their yearly

expenditure in Manitoba. The questi-onnaire can be found in

Appendix I.

Foreign students $rere first asked to provide some

personal details such as: country of origin, faculty

attending, gender and number of years spent in Canada. The

last detail is varied, and the average r,rras found to be 3.57

years. the standard deviation in this case being I.22

years.

The first section of the questionnaire deals with

annual expenses. the tuition fee is' the first item on the

list. On average, foreign students pay $1,109.00 Per year.
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Some students included inter-session fees as part of the

tuition fee estimates, but others did not. Therefore, one

would conclude that because they are not allowed to work,

they spend more than $1,100.00 per year on tuition fees.

The same can be applied to books. On average, foreign

students ( according to the sample) spend ç244.80 per year

on books. Those who attend sunmer school may spend more.

Some students included stationary and typing services as

part of this category of expenditure.

Health insurance is the same for all single foreign

students. It is $215.00 per year for a twelve month period.

Some of the answers on the questionnaire were $220.00

$ 25 0. 00; thus the average was ç222.26 t^¡ith a standard

deviation of $21.71. The real price is $215.00 and the

deviation occurred because of inaccurate responses by some

students (perhaps based upon inaccurate recollection,

carelessness, or a preference for "round" numbers).

Rent and food are two major items of expenditure. On

average foreign students pay rent at the rate of $I'804.84

per year with standard deviation of ç782.56. on food they

spend $1r424.I0 on average, with standard deviation of

$6s6.73.

There are many foreign students living on campus. No

information is available as to their number. However, the

cost of a double occupancy at University College residence

for L984-1985 is $1,217.00 for the eight months of school

(or $35.20 per week) . Board for the same perj-od is
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$1634.00. Total costs are $2,851.00 per eight months or

$356.38 per month. This is more expensive than renting and

sharing an apartment according to our findings. Thus, the

students who live on campus pay even more than the others.

Another type of expenditure that $¡as mentioned is:

clothes with an average of $332.10 per year. Because it is

assumed by many that women spend more on clothes than do

men, the sample in question of these foreign students shows

the following results: the forty-five female students spend

an average $309.55 with eight ans$/ers (or almost eighteen

percent of the sample) of zero expenditure on clothes. The

male students on the contrary spend an average $344.12 with

only seven ans\^ters (approximately six percent of the

sample) of zero expenditure on clothes.

Ivlost of the expenditure patterns hrere the same for

males and females. Therefore, there was not positive

correlation between the student's gender and the pattern of

expenditure. Even the twenty-one students who own cars are

dístributed in a ratio of almost 4zL (ma1es to females)

while the total ratio of males to females j-s approximately

3:1 (this is elaborated in greater detail further on in

thís chapter).

Expenditures on bus transportation v¡as found to be

ç277.70 on average for a one year period, with a standard

deviation of $107.10. Most students pay $25.00 a month (to

buy a bus pass) or $300.00 per year. However, some drive a
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car and hardly take the bus and some live on campus so the

average arrived at is lower than $300.00.

Ivliscellaneous expenditure on averagie $ras found to be

$566.05 with a standard deviation of $414.23. This may

include expendJ-ture on entertainment, music, trips,
presents, etc. Some did not include the ticket price of
going home for visit. However, as will be shown belowr ân

adjustment is made for this lack of information.

The last item in the expenditures category is the cost

of owning and operating a car. Twenty-one students out of

the hundred and sixty that responded bought a car. One of

the students did not indicate the price of the car, so the

average for the rest $/as calculated as $3r0L2.25 with a

standard deviation of ç2,282.54. If we include everyone in

our study, the average cost of buying a car drops to

$378.90 per student with a standard deviation of ÇL,285.74.

Car expenses such as insurance, 9âs, etc., for the

twenty-one students who bought cars is ÇI,236.24 on average

with a standard deviation of $786.81. Again, íf all the

students in the study are included, the average cost of

having a car drops to çL62.26 per student with a standard

deviation of $505.48.

The annual total cost per foreign student at the

University of Manitoba in L984 arrived ât, by calculating

the mean of the sum of the above expenditures' was fóund to

be $6,358.24¡ with a standard deviation of $1,656.94. This
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does not include the price of the cars bought by some of

the students

These cat's will be sold presumably before the owners

return to their home countries. They may selI the car for a

lower price, but they also may sell it for a higher price,

depending on the market conditíon and on the condition of

the particular car at the tíme of the sa1e. however, one

could calculate depreciation per year and add it to the

total cost.

Using a

t_Assocr-atl-on,.

study done for the Canadian Automobile

and by observation alone we assume the

depreciation rate for a used car to be approximately 108

per year (see footnote number 1). Therefore, 10å of $378.90

is S37.89 per year per student and the average total cost

figure for all students was calculated to be $6,396.13.

Having reviewed the expenditure patterns, the revenue

patterns will be dj-scussed in the following paragraphs. The

students virere asked to decompose their revenue sources.

Revenue outside Canada is defined as money coming in from

the students t families. The mean revenue from outside

Canada was found to be $61556.33 per student for a one'year

period, with a standard deviation of ç2,264.02.

It should be noted that the African students generally

receive their spending money from Canadian International

Development Agency (CIDA). Each student receives $6,600.00

a year for his /her orrrn expenses other than tuition fees and
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health insurance which are paid directly by CIDA, to the

respective institutions.

We decided to treat this type of allowance as revenue

coming from outside of Canada. One could assume that this

money would have been transferred to those African

countries unconditionally to finance the higher studíes of

their students at any universities. However, in this

particular case, CIDA ensures that the money given to the

African students is spent in Canada and thus benefits both

parties.

Revenue from inside Canada, i.e., revenue from

relatives or other sources in Canada, was reported by just

four students. The mean for the whole group vvas found to be

$ 93. 75. It is not a significant source of revenue,

especially considering that most foreign students do not

have relatives in Canadar so that the only other source of

revenue in Canada can be from earnings.

Foreign students are not allowed to engage in any type

of work that a Canadian can perform. However, many graduate

students are allowed to work in the university as teaching

assistants and markers. Twenty-one students in the sample

reported that they are in Graduate School. Twelve of them

receive salaries as markers and teaching assistants. The

mean for the whole group (hundred and sixty students) from

teaching was found to be ç344.38.

The average total revenue per foreign student was

found to be $61994.46 for the year of 1984 (the standard
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deviation bras $1,861.65). More than ten percent of the

students reported total revenue of $101000.00 or more per

year. Some spent as much as this sum, but the usual case

involved saving some of the money.

The difference between the average expenditure and the

average revenue was found to be ç636.22. One can assume

this money is deposited in the local banks and earns

interest. However, one can argue that part of it is spent

by the students on personal expenses, and probably on trips

to and from their home countries. Because it is just their

estimates, the results cannot be perfectly accurate and one

should expect some distortions and difficulties when

analyzing the final results. It is easier to record the

totat amount of money received each year than to break down

the expenses. Therefore, one could, with some

justification, assume that foreign students probably spend

more than the information given by them (based upon the

dif ference between revenues and expenditures) . Thus r lrr€

have assumed that. their revenues represents a reasonable

estimate of the true amount of money spent in Canada.

In any case, according to this questionnaire, foreign

students spent on average over $61000.00 a year. Since the

standard deviation is $1r656.94' this suggests that many

students have the means to study in Canada, PaY the

required tuition fees and the cost of living. One should

remember that ín the provinces of Ontario and Quebec'

foreign students are required to pay much more for their
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education than their counterparts in lVinnipeg. Therefore,

one can conclude that students who come to study in Canada

are generally able and willing to spend the amount of money

required in order to receive higher education in return.

It was observed that many students from Hong Kong and

Malaysia who comprise the majority of the foreign students

at the University of Manitoba came from a well-to-do
families. They seem to live comfortably and spend money

according to their means. Moreover, the African students

are supported by CIDAr so typically those few students,

especially from India, Pakistan and some other countries in

Asia and Central America are not as well off as the others

and their expenditures are minimal.

One serious problem arises when foreign students do

not get continued financial support from their families.

The blarne usually lies with the respective governments

which, fox political reasons, prohibit any transfer of

money out of the particular country. In some cases there

are Canadian and international organizations which support

such students until the situation is improved. Some

students from dictatorial countries (especially from

Africa, South America and East Europe) can apply for a

landed immigrant status as political refugees. Of course if

their application is accepted, they are not under the

student visa criterion anymore.
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The extent to which foreign students benefit the

Canadian economy will be discussed in detail in the next

chapter.

Before proceeding to the next chapter, the following

section will deal with the derivation of the foreign

students' expected demand curve for education at the

University of Manitoba

The Mathematical Expectation Demand Curve

The orie hundred and sixty foreign students in our

survey were indirectly asked to derive their expected

demand for Canadian education. This was done by asking them

to estimate the probability (in percentage terms) of their

attending university for various hypothetical tuition fees.

The first one was a tuition fee of $11500, the second h¡as

$2,000, the third was $3,000 and so on in $1'000 increments

until a tuition fee of $8,000 and over.

Twelve students from Africa did not respond to this

question, because they are supported by CIDA which Pa)'s

their tuition fees and thus they are not directly concerned

with fee increases and were unable to provide an estimate.

The rest of the students surveyed put down numbers from

zero (quitting university) to one hundred percent (certain

attendance). Here we just discuss the results and derive

the denrand curve. However, before proceeding further' some

points must be made regarding the general derivation of
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demand curves, the collection of the necessary information,

and some definitions, critiques and various problems

assocj-ated with this process.

The demand curve expresses the relation between the

price charged for a product and the quantity demanded,

holding constant the effects of all other independent

variables. Usually, a demand curve is shown in the form a

graph, and al1 the independent variables ín the demand

function, except the price of the product, are assumed to
2þe rl-xed.

A firm or any institution such as a university must

have reasonably good information about its demand function

in order to undertake effective long range planning and

short-run operating decisions.3

There are several known techniques of demand

estimation. In some cases it is relatively easy to obtain

accurate estimates of demand relationships, but in other

situations it is difficult to obtain the necessary

information. This ínformation is needed in order to

forecast or to determine how changes in the price variable

or in shift parameters such as credit terms, advertising

expenditure, prices of competing products' population,

income level and so on, will affect demand.

The three primary methods used to estimate the demand

function are: 1) the intervíew or survey method, 2l market

experimentation, and 3) regression analysis.4 Each method
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has its advantages and disadvantages, which we will not

discuss here

The method used by us was the survey method. The usual

way is to ask the potential consumer to estimate the

maximum price he would pay for a unit of a particular

product. Initially thís was done by us when asking students

for the maximum tuition fee they would be willing to pay to

attend the University of Manitoba. The anshrers were highly

suspecti none of the students thus pol1ed indicated a

willingness to pay more than $3r000 per year.

A possible explanation is that students did not want

to reveal their true preference. A second possibility is

that students did not know how to respond to such a

question. Another deficiency was found to be that if a

particular student claims he/she will not pay more than

$2,000 for tuition fees, how about S2,001? There is almost

no doubt in our mind that whenever we raise the tuition fee

by one dollar the student will definitely agree to pay the

particular amount. By a "slippery slope" type of argument,

students could be induced, by raising the hypothetical

tuition fee by increments of one cent, to raise their

maximum willingness to pay estimates to an arbitrarily high

1evel.

Therefore, the mathematical

t.iras used in order to determine

education at the University of

foreign students. In this method'

expectation demand method

the expected demand for

Manitoba by our surveyed

as was described earlier,
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the students were asked to write a probabilíty of attending

university estimate for each hypothetical tuition fee. ff

the student felt strongly about attending university for a

given tuition fee, he/she gave a probability estimate of

100 percent. For higher tuitíon fees, where they were less

certain to attend¡ they gave less than 100 percent but

stil1 attached some posÍtive probability to attending

university.
If the usual method $/ere applied for these levels of

tuition fees nobody would have enrolled at the University

of Manítoba. It is interesting to see that for a very high

tuition fee most of the students gave a zero chance of

enrolling, but some students still attached some positive

probability to attending university.
The results that rô¡ere obtained through the

questionnaire seem more accurate than otherwise. It is

stil1 not the perfect way of deriving the demand curve' but

is seemed more appropriate in this particular case.

We shal1 first review the results, then derive the

expected demand curve and finally calculate the price

elasticity of demand.. Further explanation concerning the

structure of the demand curve is provided below.

Most of the students surveyed would attend university

if tuition fees v¡ere raised to $1r 500 per student.

Eighty-two students stated that, with certainty, they would

attend the University of Manitoba, when the tuition fee is

$11500. Forty others gave 80 to 99 percent chance. Only one
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student gave a 30 percent chance and thus slightly affected

the average which was found to be 89.64 percent. Thus, the

expected number of students attending university when

tuition fee is $Ir500 per student is about 90 out of a 100

students. In our case, 89.64 percent of 148 students or 133

students (assuming indivisibility) would be expected to

attend.

When tuition fee is $21000 per student per academic

year, only 63.89 percent of !h. foreign students would be

expected to att,end the Uni-versity of lvlanitoba. In our case

this means 95 students out of 148 students responded.

The rest of the results obtained are as follows z 39.7 6

percent or 59 students would be expected to attend

university when the tuition fee is $3'000. When tuition fee

is $4,000 only 22.49 percent of the students or 33 students

in our case, would be expected to attend the University of

Manitoba. When tuition fee is $51000' 13.38 percent or 20

students would be expected to attend university. For

$6r000, only 7.86 percent of L2 students in our survey

would be expected to enro11 in university. For $7,000 the

number of students continues to decline lo 4.45 percent or

7 expected students. When tuition fee is $8,000' 1.86

percent or 3 students would be expected to aLtend

university. For $8,000 and over just 0.76 percent or one

student would be expected to attend the University of

Manitoba. For computational purposesr wê assume that $9r000

is the maximum any student would be willing to pay.
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Ttre mathematical exPectation

accordingly to our sample ansv¡ers

figure 12.

demand curve derived

is illustrated below in
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Figure 12
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Expected number
of students

on the vertical axis the príce of the hypothetical

tuition fee is recorded. On the horizontal axis the

expected number of students surveyed is recorded. The

expected demand curve is negatively sloped after plotting

the relevant points. For a normal good, such aS education,

when price increases the quantity demanded decreases.

By deriving the mathematicat expectation demand curve,

v¡e can measure two important aspects of it'. The first one

is the calculation of the gross expected benefits to the

foreign students in our survey as compared to their actual

tuition costs. The second measure is the Price elasticity

10 4020
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of demand which helps the university determine the most

desíred tuition fee in order to maximize its revenues.

The first measure mentioned above invoLves calculating

the area under the expectational demand curve in order to

measure the expected total benefits to the foreign students

surveyed, from attending the University of Manitoba. The

results of this calculation are presented in Chapter IV

which deals with both domestic and foreign benefits from

the study of foreign students in Canada.

Price Elasticitv of Demand

For planning purposes, the university needs to know

how sensitive demand is to changes in the independent

variables in the demand function. One measure of

responsiveness freguently employed in demand analysis is

elasticity. It is the percentage change in quantity

demanded resulting from a one percent change in the value

of one of the demand determining variables5.

The equation for calculating any elasticity is:

k.rãdrr^arr,: Percentage chanqe in Q =e¿v¡er Percentage change in X
Ag:Axox

.A
0^aAX

where:

Q = quantity demanded

x = any independent variable

The most widely used elasticity measure is the price

elasticity of demand. This provides a measure of the
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responsiveness of the quantity demanded to change in the

price (tuition fee j-n our case) of the product or service.

Price elasticity of demand is found as:

rll
H.,ãerr^rr\7 : percentage change in e =l¿,0 : Ap l=l¡q . glraÞLrerLr percentage chànge in p I O pl lA" A

where:

Q = guantity demanded

P = the price of the product.

Elasticity can be measured as point elasticity or as

arc elasticity. The one that is applied here is the price

arc elasticity and the equation is as follows:

Price Arc Elasticity of Demand =

Change in 0 Qz-Qr Ao
Average Q =

Change in P

Average P (P2+P:-l /2 lP2+Ptl /2

There are three specific ranges of elasticity (in

absolute values):

1. Elasticity > 1: defined as elastic demand

2. Elasticity = I: defined as unitary elasticity

3. Elasticity4 l: defined as inelastic demand

The importance of the price elasticity concept lies in

the fact that it provides a useful local measure of the

effect of a price change on total revenue. These

relationships are summarized below6:

,%.rrv, l= l,er,.%t n I =f oo . @z+PLt lz

"r*, I I A" I l* ,%.arv,

f I =r Total revenue declines with-pl1. Elastic demand;

price increases anC rises with price decreases.
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2. unitary elasticity; fe, Total revenue i- s

unaffected by changes in price.

3. rnelastic demandr 
[ánlat 

rotal revenue rises with

price increases and declines with price decreases.

Below are the arc price elasticities of demand as

obtained from the expected demand curve (in absolute

values):

Expected Number Price Elasticity
Tuition fee (x) Ranges of students of Demand

0<
$r,100<

$1,500<

$2,000<

s3,000<

$4,000<

$ 5, 000 -<

$6,000<

$7,000<

$8,000.<

x< $1,100

x< $I,500

x 
=i $2,000

x < $3,000

x< $4,000

x= $5,000

x< $6,000

x< $7,000

x < $8r000

x

148

133

95

59

33

20

L2

7

3

T

0.27

r. 17

L.t7

1.98

2.2I

2.75

3.42

6. 00

8. s0

The expected demand curve is very elastic over a

considerable range, but a detailed examination indicates

the following results. Between a tuition fee of $11100 and

$1r5OO, the demand curve is inelastic suggesting that a

tuition fee increase in this range would increase total

revenue to the University of Manitoba. Between tuition fees
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of $1,500 and $3,000, the demand curve is only slightly

elastic. In this range, although it would seem that a

tuition fee increase would lower revenue to the Univers.ity

of Manitoba, the somewhat unreliable nature of the survey

estimates and the fact that our estimate ís only slightly

above unitary elasticity would render this conclusion quite

tentative. For tuition fees above $3,000, elasticity of

demand is clearly greater than unity.

If the hike in the tuition fee results in a lower

l-evel of demand for education by foreign students, and the

vacant seats were then occupied by Canadian students ' total

revenue would then increase. (This assumes , of course, that

the foreign students who drop out of the unj-versity because

of the tuition fee hike are replaced by new Canadian

students. )
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CHAPTER IV

Measuring the Benefits of Foreign Students in Canada

One must not only consider the costs but also the

benefits to society of a policy toward foreign students.

These students contribute to the well being of the host

country. The benefits can be divided into two groups,

quantifiable and non-guantifiable. The first group of

benefits can be measured whereas the second group cannot be

expressed in terms of market transactions.

The non-quantifiable benefits are mainly cultural

benefits, although some of them are also political and

economic in nature. These benefits are discussed in a study

done by Sims and Stelcnerl and will not be repeated here.

This chapter, ho!,rever, is going to concentrate on the

quantifiable benefíts to Canada and to the province of

Manitoba.

The major macroeconomic benefit is that subsistence

expenditures by foreign students are beneficial to the host

country. Moreover, money spent by foreign students

increases the revenues of foreign exchange and in essence

educating these students is economically equivalent to

increasing exports.2

Before coming to Canada, foreign students usually

exchange their currency for Canadian dollars' thereby

increasing Canada's foreign exchange reserves. However, the
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spending of money in Canada by foreign students while

buying local goods and services is, for Canada, equivalent

to exporting goods and services to the rest of the world.

The foreígn exchange implications for Canada are also

identical to those arising from tourists visiting from

abroad.

The next section discusses in detail the macroeconomic

benefit of foreign students to Manitoba. Some definitions,

models, and tools of fiscal policy will be reviewed and

applied to our study.

The Economic

The government is assumed to play the rol-e of guardían

of its own citizens' interests. One of the most important

national objectives is to maintain ful1 employment of

labour. Ivloreover, the government can influence the size of

the national expenditure by its own expenditures on goods

and services and by changing the tax rate.

Before proceeding any further, some definitions to

clarify the subject are needed. The amount of extra

consumption generated by an extra dol1ar of income is

called "the marginal propensity to consume" (MPC). On the

same note, the extra saving generated by an extra dolIar of

income is called "the marginal propensity to save" impS).3

The sum of the ratíos of MPC and MPS must always equal

unity.
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The simplest model of national income does not include

the government and the international sector. In this paper

$te are concerned with an open economy, and theref ore , lve

introduce the general model of national income in an open

economy. The model is as follows:

Y =C+I+G+(X-Ivl)
C =Co+cYd
Yd=Y-Tx+R

M =mYd
-:l-=l-

c =õ
x =Í
where: Y = national income

C = consumption function

I - investment

G = government expenditures

X = exports

M = imports

Tx = taxes

R = transfers

c = marginal propensity to consume

m = marginal propensity to import

Yd = disposable income

Co = an exogenous positive constant parameter

In this mode1, investment (I), government expenditures

(G) , exports (x) , taxes (Tx) , and transfers (R) , are

treated as autonomous variables.
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

The equilibrium level

= Co + C(Y - Tx + R) + T

=co+cY-crx+cR+Ï
cY+mY=Co-cTx+cR

(1 c+m) =Co+cTx+

=Co-cTx+cR+Ï+e+

of national income isr4
+ õ + T - m(Y - Tx + R)

+d+X-mY+mTx-mR
+Ï+c+1+mTx-mR

cR+T+c+X+mTx-mR
l+mtx-mR

1-c+m

Any change in one of the above variables will cause

the income level to expand or contract. The change in the

income 1evel is not in general equal to the amount changed

but is greater, because of the multiplier effect as will be

shown below.

Samuelson defines the multiplier as "the numerical

co-efficient showing how great an increase in income

results from each increase in one of the variab1es. "5

In order to calculate the benefits that foreign

students contribute to Canadar wê can treat their

expenditures in Canada as Canadian exports of goods and

services. However, using the export multiplier h¡e can

calculate the change in the level of national income

arising from the increase in exports due to foreign

students t expenditures in Canada

We derive the export multiplier as follows:

Y+Ày= I (Co-crx+cR+t+õ+mTx-mR+Í+x)
l-c+m

Y+Av= 1 (co-cTx+cn+Ï+õ+mTx-MR+X) +
T-c+m
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(y + Àv) -v = Ï:+** 
(co-crx+cR+T+õ+mrx-MR+1') * 

I:hm Àx-

- 
t*- 

(co-cTx+cR+Ï+õ+mtx-mR+1)

Àv= r Àx
T-c+m

This export multiplier can be derived directly using

calculus by differentiating national income (Y) with

respect to exports (X):

ly = I
I x l-c+m

The multiplier itself is the ratio 1
I-c+m

A change in the export value multiple by the multiplier

which must be positive, will raise the income Ievel by the

amount greater than the original change in exports.

It only remains to find the value of the marginal

propensity to consume, and the value of the marginal

propensity to import. For example, 1et us assume that MPC =

0.8 and m = 0.05, then the export multiplier is:

111
l-c+m 1- (0. 8) + (0.05) 0.25

If forej-gn students spend their money in lt'lanitoba, the

change in the equilibrium level of national income will be

four times greater than the foreign students' expenditure

1eve1.

Thus, foreign students contribute to the Ivlanitoban

economy by studying and spending money here. It is

important to note that this multiplier analysis is valid

only on the assumption that the Canadian economy, prior to
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the advent of foreign students, was operating at less than

fuIl employment at leve1 Y, so that the real equilibrium

national income could increase from Y to Y +^Y.

Empirical Results

As noted earlier the exact export nultiplier was not

available. In an input-output study of the Atlantic

provinces done by Statistics canada6 in 1965, the export

multiplier $¡as calculated. However, the results are not

relevant to our study because technological. coefficients do

change significantly over a twenty year period and because

there are special regional characteristj-cs which are not

found in Manitoba.

Another source dealing with the export multiplier is

the CANDIDE model7 which again does not provide us with the

export multiplier variable. However, a model called RDX28

developed for the Bank of Canada illustrates better the

concept in question.

RDX2 model constructs the real GNE (Gross National

Expenditure) multiplier generated by an increase in

government expenditure. We decided to utilize the model

with the following assumptions: prices are endogenous' real

wage share is constant, wages are endogenous, labour supply

is endogenous and investment is endogenous. Because the

export multiplier in our model is identical to the

government multiplier, \Ä/e use the latter in our study.
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Investment in machinery and equipment shows a mild

cyclical tendency especially ín the first five years. We

assume that student spend approximately four years in

university. Therefore the multiplier will be calculated for

four years and the expenditures by the foreign students

surveyed will be discounted using a real interest of 3E as

is commonly done.

The RDX2 multiplier is variable overtime: for the

first year it is 1.18, for the second year L.42, for the

third year 1.45, and for the fourth year 1.34. When the

average expenditure leve1 by each foreign student is

$6,396.13 (according to our survey),

over a four year period, having

generates an income

present value of

ir
a

o
$32,950.90'. However, if v¡e consider the amount of money

that students receive from their families, relatives or

from work as a more accurate measure of theír true

expenditure 1eve1 in Winnipeg (see earlier discussion in

Chapter 3), then the revised figure calculated to be

Ç6,9g4.46, would generate a present value of $36,033.3210

in income.
5 I ¿¡In an rnterprovincial Input-Output tutodellI done in

lg7 6, the provincial expenditure multipliers for inany

industries were calculated. The industries most related to

our study are the health, education and hospital ones. It

was found that a $I0O.OO increase in their output will

generate $141.94 in income. It is interesting to note that
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one of the multipliers calculated in the RDX2 model is

exactly the same (i.e. , L.421 .

If we are to calculate the relevant figures it comes

to be $341773.37 for the first case and $38,026.27 for the

second case. The new results are approximately $2r000.00

higher than the ones under the RDX2 model. For the

remaining of the analysis we will use the former figures.

As r'iras mentioned earlíer, there are two types of

cost-benefit analysis which $¡e considered. The first one

was described above and includes only costs and benefits to

Canadians. The second one, the "comprehensive" approach

incLudes benefits to the foreign students themselves.

The total benefits figure which v¡e arrived at was

$ 397, 170. 30 (i. e. , each student has recorded his/her

expected willingness to pay for university education). The

total costs for tuition for the 148 responding students was

found to be equal to $164,L32.00 which is clearly less than

the total gross benefits figure. The costs are calculated

as follows: the average tuition fee that each student pays

(according to the questionnaire) x the number of students

responded to the question.

The difference between the area under the expected

demand curve and the cost of the current tuition fee to

these students is the total net benefit which is positive;

in this particular example the total net benefit is

$233,038.30. Therefore, one can conclude that these foreign
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students derive a net

University of Manitoba.

benefit from studying at the

It should be noted that the actual net benefit to

foreign students may differ from the figure above inasmuch

as they incur other expenses while studying in Canada.

However, such additional expenses may not necessarily

represent costs attributable to higher education, as they

would have j-ncurred a cost of living had they remained in

their home countries. Moreover, even travel costs cannot

necessarily be imputed as costs of higher education, since

travel abroad confers cultural and other benefits quite

apart from formal ed.ucational goa1s.

Other Quantifiable Benefits

A benefit related to the previous discussion is the

extra demand for domestic final goods and services

ultimately created by the inflow of foreign exchange. Given

the current high leve1 of unemployment that exists in

Canada, this extra demand leads to increased employment of

Canadians. Although there may be more ef fective \,rays to

reduce unemployment using fiscal and monetary policies, the

benefits from foreign students expenditure could complement

these policies. However, in an economy with fuII employment

the extra demand and expenditures by foreign students

generate no net increase in the national income of Canada.
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However, even with the economy operating at ful1

employment it may sti1l be desirable to improve Canada's

foreign exchange reserves. Because we can treat the impact

of foreign students as equivalent to that of tourists,

their expenditures on Canadian goods and services would

help the exports sector and improve Canada's balance of

payment position.

Another benefit that can be measured is the one that

involves the value to the host country (i.e., Canada) of a

foreign student's failure to return home. According to

immigration regulations, the Canadian government will not

grant landed immigrant status unless such foreign student

possess skills which are not available in the pool of

unemployed workers in Canadar so that such foreign student

would not, displace Canadian workers in the job market. The

method of measuring such benefits is to measure the value

of the education the non-returning foreign student received

in his home country prior to arrival in Canada, and to

include as well the value of the resource savings to Canada

on the rearing of the foreign student who l^¡as maintained

abroad prior to coming to Canada.

An identifiable group of people which benefits from

foreign students studying in Canada is the landlords who

rent out more units, i.e., have a lower vacancy rate than

would otherwise be the case. For example, in Manitoba, the

vacancy rate is less than one percent. Ivloreover, the
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University of Manitoba accommodates several hundred foreign

students studying in Vtinnipeg.

One might be tempted to treat students from other

provinces who come to study in Manj-toba as foreign students

since they also spend money on goods and services in

tvlanitoba and may contribute to lvlanitobans in other respects

as wel-I. However, such students would fail to generate

benefits to Canada as a whole and only cause an

interprovincial transfer of resources. Foreign students on

the other hand, benefit Canada as a whole and the province

in which they decide to pursue their studies.
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CHAPTER V

Economic Analysis of Resource Costs of Higher Education

When discussing the issue of foreign students the

estimates of the costs they impose must be accurate.

Usually the cost estimates for students are based on

average costs. The appropriate measure of cost must reflect

the costs that would be avoided if there were no foreign

students being educated in Canada t ot in Manitoba for our

purposes. In essence, this is the incremental cost of

foreign students, and is related to the concept of the

marginal cost. l The main difference between the two

concepts is that marginal costs are cost changes associated

with unitary changes in output whereas the incremental cost

concept is employed when output decisions involve
.)

multi-unit increases in production.- Moreover, the

incremental cost is not equal to the average cost of

educating a student times the number of foreign students as

will be shown later in the discussion.

Average cost is inappropriate to measure the cost that

a foreign student imposes on the Canadian economy. Becàuse

the university ís analogous to a firm transforming a set of

inputs into a set of outputs, it can be characterized with

a multi-product production function. Some of the output

such as teaching and research can be treated as joint

production. A problem that emerges from the phenomenon of
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joint production is the existence of common costs.

Therefore, there arj-ses a problem of allocating costs to

output and there is no unique average costs for any single

output. However, one can stiIl calculate the marginal cost

of a gi-ven output, when the level of other outputs remains

unchanged.

R.H. Coase from the University of Chicago defines the

concept of cost as follows: "...the cost of doing anything

is what is given to do it."3 wh"r, "r, industry increases its

supply of goods, the cost is the value of what would have

been produced elsewhere if that particular expansion had

not taken place. In other words, if the output \Ârere not

increased the value of the resources released would be

added to a different industry. Thus, the expansion of the

services by the University of l"lanitoba in order to

accommodate the influx of foreign students must be

considered very carefully. l{hy then should one not use the

concept of average cost rather than the concept of marginal

cost? Coase argues that fixed costs are irrelevant in such

a calculation. The reason he provides is that fixed costs

are not reaIly affected by the expansíon of supply, but

only items that vary when the supply is undertaken should

be considered.4 (Coase treats historical costs in the same

manner as fixed costs.)

Costs are also divided into short-run and lòng-run

costs. In the short-run some inputs of the firm are fixed.
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In the long-runr on the other hand, the firm can expand

without restrictiorrs. 5

It has been suggested in several university cost

studies6 that marginal cost of additional students is less

than average cost. The reasons for it, to be discussed

shortly, are the concept of "economies of scale" and the

existence of "excess capacity." Both phenomena result from

the indivisibility of inputs.T

The existence of economies of scale in universities
(as in any business firm) implies that larger universities

can produce a given quantity at a lower cost than smaller

universitj-es can. The explanation for such economies of

scale is specialization or division of 1abor. Large scale

of operation may use more advanced techniques (e.9.,

computerization of library system) which may not be

feasible at smaller scales and this in turn would lower

unit costs at larger institutions.

The presence of economies of scale at universities is

an empirical question. If they do exist, then, unit costs

decline as universities get larger. In such a case, the

marginal cost of education must be less than the average

cost of education and as a result the true "avoidable" òost

per foreign student studying in Canada would be less than

the amount calculated using the concept of average cost.

A related issue is the effect of capacity utilization

on costs. It can be observed in education, that the

addition of students to a particular program with excess
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capacity would incur negligible marginal cost.8 (ln a

classroom of 30 seats, if there are only 28 students

enrolledr the addition of another two students will impose

margj-na1 cost close to zero) .

The main purpose of this chapter is to calculate the

average and marginal cost of educating a particular student

at the University of Manitoba. The calculation of average

cost is done as follows:

Average cost = total cost
number of students

For this calculation we had to determine the number of

full-time equivalent students. The University of Manitoba

calculates the number of full-time equivalent students as
9tol-10ws:

number of fulI-time equivalent students = number of

fuIl-time students + (number of part-time students/2)

Except for graduate students in the Faculty of Education

where the formula is:

number of fuIl-time students + (number of part-time

students/4)

FuII time students are students who enrolled for 80?

or more of a normal ful1 academic year progran. (Some

exceptions can be found in Administrative Studies and in

Engineering) .

The University Grants Commission has an al-ternative

formula for fuII-time equivalent students:

number of fulI-time students + (number of part-time

students x 0.35)
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Adopting the first approach used by the University of

Manitoba, the following arê the results:

Full-time Total ex- Average
equivalent penditures Total ex- cost in

Academic # of in Current penditures Constant
Year students C.P.I $ in 1981 $ 1981 $

197 9-80 15 ,5'7 4

1980-81 15,803

198r-82 L7,017

1982-83 18,710

r983-84 l-9,857

80.7 105,349 ,259

88. 9 116, 395 ,592

100.0 130,862,779

110.8 L54,476 ,496

Ir7 .2 L70,507 ,780

130,5 44 ,300 8 r 382.L9

130,945,040 8,286.09

130 , 8 62 ,779 7 ,690 .L2

139,0 67 ,780 7 ,432. 80

I52,620,640 7 ¡685.99

rn the table above'10 the years mentioned are the last

five academic years. The total expenditures for each

academic year are given in current dollars and therefore

some adjustments had to be made. Using the consumer price

index (C.P.I.) the year 1981 is taken as the base year with

100 points. Each following year has to deflated and each

preceding year has to be inflated, in order to calculate

the expenditures in real terms.

In order not to complicate the matter, the inflation

rate vire are using is for each calendar year and not for

each academic year. Since the difference is not

significantr Do further adjustment was made.

As we can see from the above table the average cost

per student has been decreasing with the exception of the

academic year 1983-84 which is slightly higher than the

previous year. The number of students has increased over
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the past fíve years, but the total real expenditures has

not increased as much

Determj-ning the marginal cost is a more complex task.

The total expenditures by the university include some fixed

costs as well as variable costs. Some expenditures such as

on computer facilj-ties' special projects, scholarships,

interests and anxillary enterprises will not íncrease by

much as the number of students increases. Moreoverr if

there is an excess capacíty at the university, more

students can be accepted without building additional

facilities to accommodate them.

Therefore, the only item to be used for calculating

marginal cost is the total operating expenditures. This

j-ncludes the salaries of academics, special academics and

support staff. Also included are staff benefits and

supplies and expenses.

Marginal cost is calculated as:

Marginal cost = total operating expenditures
number of students

VrIe estimate marginal cost over the past f ive years.

the increase in total operating expenditures (adjusted for

the inflation rate) divided by the increase in the number

of fuIl-time equivalent students gives us the average

incremental cost. (See the earlier discussion on the

difference between marginal cost and incremental cost.) It

is true one can argue that adding a-nother student may not

impose any extra cost to the operation of the university.
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However, adding several hundred students should impose some

extra cost to be financed somehow.

The table on the following page shows the calculations

of the average incremental cost at the University of

Manitoba for the past five academic years.

It is interesting to examine the results in the

tab1e.ll There is not a definite trend and therefore one

cannot conclude much from these results. In some years the

average incremental cost is higher than the average cost

and thís might be accounted for when expenditures on

buildings and other fixed costs are very low in a

particular year. There are other possible explanations such

as salaries which may increase drastically in a particular

year.

Up to this point the discussion of the two concepts of

costs (i.e., average cost and average incremental cost) was

in general terms. The increase in the number of students

can come from Canada and not just from foreign countries.

However, one can treat the number of Canadian students as

given and consider the foreign students as an addit,ion to

the t'student force " .

The average incremental cost of $1I,726.59 for the

1983-84 academic year means that on average, assuming that

the entire increase in operating expenditures can be

attributed to the increase in the number of foreign

students, each additional student has imposed an extra cost
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Increase in
Fu11-time

Academic Eguivalent #
Year of students

1979-80 306

1980-Bl 229

1981-82 L,2L4

1982-83 1,693

1983-84 L,L47I

{
È
!

Operating
Expenditures
in current $

89,0]-4,]-63

100,688,086

113, 5 04 ,4L2

I32,513,040

I48,303,327

Operating
Expenditures
in 1981 $

110, 3 02 r560

II3 ,27 4 ,Og0

113, 5 04 ,4L2

II9 ,295 r 140

I32,7 45 ,540

Increase in
Operating
Expenditures
in Constant

1984 $

N. A.

2,97Ir530

230 ,322

4,790,729

13, 450,400

Average
Incremental

Cost

N. A.

12 t976. r1

L89.72

3,420.39

II,7 26 .59



of $1I,726.59 on the University of Manitoba. Because the

tuition fee charged in Manitoba is well below this figure,

it would mean that all students, both foreign and domestic,

pay only a small portion of the real cost to the

university. Even the average cost which should be higher

than marginal cost as discussed earlier is well above the

tuition fee charged in Manitoba.

The present value of the benefits of foreign students

to Canada r¡¡as calculated in the previous chapter. However,

in the following paragraph the present value of the cost of

educating foreign students will be calculated.

In this chapter r,ire calculated the average cost in

constant 1961 dollars over a five year period, from 1979-80

to 1983-84. Moreoverr hrê calculated the average incremental

cost over the same period. The former figure has shown

considerable stability over the last five years whereas the

latter one has been extremely volatile over the same

period. However, for reasons discussed earlier, we decided

to use the average incremental cost figure of educating a

student at the University of Ivlanitoba as the one to be

compared with the benefit side of our cost-benefit

analysis.

The five year period as described above' was averaged

in order to calculate a single figure. This figure v/as

discounted over the next four year period and was found to
L2be ç27 ,099.68
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CHAPTER VI

Summarv and Conclusions

The previous chapters provided a theoretical framework

for, and an analysis of the issue of the costs and benefits

of foreign students in Canada. Because only quantifiable

variables can be measured and compared with each other in

order to arrive at a numerical figure for the conclusion,

we carried out a survey which provided us with some

numerícaI estimates for our analysis.

The benefits (both the quantifiable and non-quanti-

fiable ones) were discussed j-n Chapter IV, and the costs

v/ere discussed in Chapter V. In this chapterr wê compare

the present value of both benefits and costs and provide

some results and conclusions from our cost-benefit

analysis.

lrlhen considering the cost-benefit framework from a

strictly Canadian viewpoint, one can see that the benefit

side is greater than the cost side. Using either of two

alternative present value fJ-gures on the benefit side,

i.e. , $32r950.90 or $36,033.32 (see Chapter IV) r we obsèrve

a positive difference over the present value of costs,

i.e. , $27,099.68, during a four year period.

However, when considering the international

cost-benefit framework, which includes the benefits to

foreign students as well, the benefit side is much greater
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than the cost side. The new fígure is as follows: the

present value of the income generated in Canada of

Ç32,950.90 (our lower estimate) plus the present value of

the average net benefit to foreign students of $6,028.47

equals ç38,979.37 ' which may be compared with the present

value of costs of $27,099.68.

The results of our analysis show very clearly that

benefits exceed costs in both cost-benefit frameworks, and

together with some non-quantifiable benefits' one can give

a positíve anshrer to the question concerning the

desirability of a foreign student presence at Canadian

universities.

The welfare criterion of maximizing total net benefits

adopted in this thesis to consider the Íssue of foreign

students in Canadian universities, is consistent with that

advocated by Ngl, as described in Chapter II above. It will

be recalled that Buchanan I s criterion2 for optimality r,rras

the maximization of average net, benefit for club members.

Buchanan's criterion would result in a policy of

restricting admission to the university below the socially

optimal leve1.

One conclusion which vte reach is that assuming that

foreign students do not displace Canadian students, and

that their benefits to Canada exceed their costs as shown

to be the case in our analysis' one could conclude that

foreign students should be welcomed to Canadian

uníversities in pursuit of their studies.
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A second conclusion, derj-ved from the estimated demand

curve is that total revenue to the University of Manitoba

could be increased by its raising tuition fees up to

$1,500. If tuition fees were set between $1,500 and $3,000,

it. is not clear whether total revenue would be affected

because our estimate of demand elasticity was close to

unity. If tuition fees were dramatically increased to

Ievels above $3r000, our results suggest that total revenue

to the University of Manitoba would decline.
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APPENDTX T

The Questionnaire
Hi,
My name is Eli Bil1auer. I am an M.A. student in

Economics, who is working on my thesis, which deals with
the university budget, the allocation of funds, and the
benefits and costs of foreign students at the University of
Manitoba.

I would like you to ansb¡er the questionnaire as
accurately as possible. No name is needed because
confidentiality will be observed.

Thank you very much for your co-operation

Country of origin: Faculty:
Sex: Estimated years in Canada:
A. Expenses (per year)
l. Tuition Fee:
2. Health Insurance:
3. Books:
4. Rent:
5. Food:
6. Clothes:

or Room and Board:

7. Transportation (other than car) :

8. Others (such as: entertainment, music, trips):
B. Do you own a car?

If yes: how much d.id you pay for it?
Insurance:
Gas:

Others:
C. Estimated total cost per year: (not including the

car) :

D. Revenues

1. Outside Canada (from family, etc.):
2. Inside Canada (from relatives, etc.):
3. From working (as T.4., grants, etc.) :

E. Estimated total revenue per year:
Thank you again.

What will the probability be of attending university
when the tuition fee is: $1,500 $2,000
$ 3, 0oo $4,0oo $5 , ooo $6, ooo

$7,000 $8,000 over 98,000
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